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Abstract: Data mining and text mining techniques have huge potential for efficient business management. While data mining
and text mining extract valuable information for knowledge discovery, many argue that text mining tools are becoming more
important as 80% of the information is in text format. Text mining still faces major technical challenges related to document
formatting, multilingual texts, abbreviations, deployment times, and complexity. A staff experience feedback survey conducted
in a hospital in the New York State contains responses for 28 questions in text format. Several text mining techniques (such as
statistical analysis and visualization using word cloud and word mapping) help to consolidate the feedback from the 40
employees in a meaningful and easy to understand representations.
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1. Introduction
Text mining is a technique for knowledge discovery and hidden patterns extraction from unstructured text resources
and documentations (Sukanya and Biruntha 2012). The text mining techniques help to (i) reduce information storage in the
database, (ii) extract patterns and useful information from unstructured data, (iii) elicit relationship between different entities,
(iv) prevent knowledge loss, (v) assist in predicting patterns for future features, and (vi) discover increasing and decreasing
trends (Choudhary, et al. 2009, Sukanya and Biruntha 2012, Hashimi, Hafez and Mathkour 2015).
The unstructured nature of text data still poses many challenges and limitations to the researchers despite the numerous
research studies on text mining in the literature. These limitations include ambiguity of the language, text formatting, use of
slang words and abbreviations, multilingual text, difficulty in data cleaning, the enormous increase in saved text data leading
to higher deployment time and complexity, missing relevant information, and complexity in text data visualizations (Sailaja
2016, Bhardwaj 2016).
The techniques of text mining can be categorized into: summarization, categorization, clustering, information
extraction, topic tracking, concept linkage, and sentiment analysis (Sukanya and Biruntha 2012, Gupta and Lehal 2009).
Summarization replaces long documents or set of documents by its summary (Hu and Liu 2004). Categorization technique
uses machine learning techniques including feature selection and classification, and assigns different categories for supervised
text data (Caropreso, Matwin and Sebastiani. 2000). Clustering techniques use unsupervised learning that groups similar text
from the data into several clusters (AlSumait and Domeniconi 2008, Li, Chung and Holt 2008). The most popular clustering
techniques used in literature for text clustering include K-mean clustering and hierarchical clustering (i.e. bottom-top and topdown hierarchical clustering). Information extraction (retrieval) (Rath, et al. 2001, Senellart and Blondel 2008) using key
phrases and relationships in predefined patterns. Topic tracking (Krause, Leskovec and Guestrin 2006, Patel and Sharma. 2014)
which tracks or extract topics related to predefined keywords. Concept linkage (Patel and Sharma. 2014) which works on
identifying potential links between two different topics’ rules of association. Sentiment analysis (opinion mining) (SerranoGuerrero, et al. 2015) which aims to analyze people’s opinions, sentiments, emotions, attitudes, etc., towards elements such as
products, individuals, topics, organizations, and services. Finally, visualization (Lopes 2007, Yang, et al. 2008, Eck, Jan and
Waltman 2011, Wong, Whitney and Thomas 1999) such as word cloud and word mapping.
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